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Toward a General Conceptualization 
of Multi-Display environments
Fernando Garcia-Sanjuan, Javier Jaen* and Vicente Nacher
ISSI Group, Department of Computer Systems and Computation (DSIC), Universitat Politècnica de València (UPV), 
Valencia, Spain
Combining multiple displays in the same environment enables more immersive and rich 
experiences in which visualization and interaction can be improved. Although much 
research has been done in the field of multi-display environments (MDEs) and previous 
studies have provided taxonomies to define them, these have usually consisted of partial 
descriptions. In this paper, we propose a general taxonomy that combines these partial 
descriptions and complements them with new evidences extracted from current prac-
tice. The main contribution of this paper is the summarization of the key dimensions that 
conform MDEs and a classification of previous studies to illustrate them.
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iNTRODUCTiON
“Prototype tabs, pads and boards are just the beginning of ubiquitous computing. The real power of 
the concept comes not from any one of these devices – it emerges from the interaction of all of them” 
(Weiser, 1991). These visionary words by Mark Weiser revealed the promising future of combining 
multiple displays or screens as an active research topic, mainly due to their ability to improve system 
capabilities in terms of both visualization and interaction. Since then, several efforts have been made 
to provide a definition for working environments that involve them conjointly. These settings have 
been named multi-display environments (MDEs) in the literature, or, more recently, multi-surface 
environments (MSEs). Gjerlufsen et al. (2011) define them as “ubiquitous computing environments 
where interaction spans multiple input and output devices and can be performed by several users 
simultaneously.” However, this definition does not require having any surface in the environment 
and emphasizes interaction being performed by several users rather than having multiple displays 
being accessed simultaneously. Nacenta et al. (2009), on the other hand, define them as “interac-
tive computer system[s] with two or more displays that are in the same general space (e.g., the 
same room) and that are related to one another in some way such that they form an overall logical 
workspace.” The notion of multi-person-display ecosystems provided by Terrenghi et al. (2009) is 
also interesting, since they include in these environments not only the screens themselves but also 
the space in which they are placed and the users interacting with them. Nevertheless, none of these 
authors include in their definitions other devices or objects used to interact with the system as part 
of the environment itself. Tangible interaction mechanisms based on the manipulation of physical 
objects is a growing body of work (Shaer and Hornecker, 2010) that makes relevant their inclusion 
in the definition. We therefore propose a new definition of MDE, which arises from the combination 
of all the above; we consider as a multi-display or multi-surface environment a ubiquitous interactive 
computing system composed of several displays (or surfaces) with digital content that are located 
in the same physical space and have a “coupling” relationship to each other, the users interacting 
with the system, and the objects used for this purpose. The way surfaces are arranged and coupled 
determines how users perceive them as a whole, and how interactions should happen. Coutaz et al. 
(2003) define coupling between surfaces by denoting their mutual dependency. Two surfaces are 
therefore coupled “when a change of state of one surface has an impact on the state of the other.” 
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According to this definition, the coupling would be a temporary 
condition between surfaces that happens when an interaction is 
being made; however, we would want to extend this definition 
to also consider different displays coupled when they have the 
potential of changing their mutual state, even if they are not doing 
so at a given moment. For this reason, we adopt the definition of 
coupling provided by Barralon et al. (2007), who define it as an 
action itself or the result of said action. In the former, coupling is 
“the action of binding two entities so that they operate conjointly 
to provide a set of functions that these entities cannot provide 
individually.” As the result of an action, “an assembly of the source 
entities, that is, a new compound entity that provides a new set of 
functions that the source entities, alone, cannot provide.”
Even though multiple taxonomies for MDEs do exist, they 
 usually offer a partial view of specific technical dimensions, such as 
the distribution of user interfaces among the different surfaces or 
the transfer of elements between them. In this paper, we propose a 
more general taxonomy that involves how MDEs are created, how 
digital contents are distributed, and how one can interact with them. 
This taxonomy has been developed as a combination of previous 
ones and complemented by the analysis of MDEs found in the lit-
erature. Additionally, we provide further considerations about the 
context of the environment (i.e., where it is going to be implanted, 
by whom it is going to be used, and for what purpose) since the 
other technical dimensions can be affected by it. Our end goal is 
to provide a starting point for new designers by enabling them to 
identify what general key features have been tackled previously by 
other researchers and designers. The rest of the paper is organized 
as follows. Section “Historical Evolution of MDEs” explores a his-
torical review of MDEs. Section “Previous Taxonomies to Describe 
MDEs” describes previous attempts to devise frameworks and 
ontologies to describe these environments. Section “Technical 
Classification of Previous Multi-Display Environments” exposes 
several technical dimensions extracted from the combination of 
previous frameworks and the analysis of previous examples of 
MDEs, and a classification of these works is made according to the 
dimensions identified. Section “Additional Considerations Related 
to Context” analyzes additional considerations about contexts, and 
our conclusions are drawn in Section “Conclusion.”
HiSTORiCAL evOLUTiON OF MDes
The first MDEs date back to the late 70s/early 80s, but they were 
known as multi-monitor environments due to the devices that 
comprised them. The research in this area focused on computer 
screens because they were the displays normally used, and they 
became more popular after the introduction of Apple’s Macintosh 
II in 1987, which supported multi-monitor capacities as a standard 
feature. Early work on multi-monitor configurations deals mostly 
with visualization or control issues. Systems tackling the former 
are aimed at enlarging the virtual screen space (Choi et al., 2002; 
Cliburn, 2003; Mackinlay and Heer, 2004) or at using several 
monitors as peripheral spaces to be filled with auxiliary content 
(Mano et al., 1981, 1982; Grudin, 2001). Approaches regarding 
control issues are based on using a mouse to control the contents 
of the displays (Richardson et al., 1998; Benko and Feiner, 2005). 
These studies are mainly limited to single-user interaction, which 
severely restricts the possibility of inducing collaboration among 
users. Also, the coupling between the displays is configured 
manually through an application, which leads to static environ-
ments in which the number of devices is usually predetermined. 
In addition, the users are anchored to a specific position in space 
and cannot move, because the monitors are wired to computers 
that are not mobile.
In order to provide a more dynamic way to couple screens, 
approaches like the one by Ohta (2008) attach sensors to computer 
monitors and laptops. This means the devices can detect each other 
by proximity and do not require the user to manually configure 
the surfaces in the environment. This solution also allows certain 
mobility to the users, since laptops can be carried, and they do not 
need to be always in the same location. However, this mobility is 
only possible before initiating an application in the MDE because 
of the proximity sensors. Once the coupling has been established, 
the devices must not be moved during the course of the applica-
tion. Equipping surfaces with external sensors, however, can be 
burdensome and is not very likely to be used in actual situations 
with non-specialists. Fortunately, the current trend is for embed-
ding sensors in the devices themselves. In fact, handhelds, such as 
smartphones or tablets, now have many of these sensors built in.
With the popularity of handhelds, users can still contribute 
their own devices to the environment, but in a more comfortable 
way, since these are easier to carry than laptops. Mandryk et al. 
(2001) studied the impressions of teenagers playing a collabora-
tive PDA-based game. Due to the small size of the present devices, 
the researchers encourage the participants to form groups by put-
ting their PDAs together to obtain a larger visualization space. 
The students, however, complain of not having a sense of freedom 
of movements, because in order to be able to work conjointly, they 
cannot separate the screens during the activity. This kind of setup 
also presents visualization issues associated with the size of the 
displays and the large amount of space occupied by the device 
borders, which causes confusion and rejection in the players.
Other studies on MDEs using handheld displays go beyond 
considering these systems as large regular screens and focus 
more on interaction. Many of them especially attempt to provide 
techniques of sharing or transfer of elements. Some of them rely 
on pen-based interactions (Tandler et al., 2001; Hinckley et al., 
2004; Lyons et al., 2009), others on pen-based as well as touch-
based interactions (Geißler, 1998), whereas others on making 
gestures with the devices themselves (Hinckley, 2003; Marquardt 
et  al., 2012). Handhelds’ multi-touch capabilities enable multi-
user interaction, as the users can manipulate any device in the 
environment regardless of the other group members.
Several authors have addressed the possibility of using gestures 
or interactions to establish the coupling in order to avoid having 
to configure it manually from an application (Tandler et al., 2001; 
Hinckley, 2003; Hinckley et al., 2004; Ohta and Tanaka, 2012), and 
some have designed geometrical arrangements of the screens (or 
topologies) apart from the traditional rectangle or square, even 
allowing a surface to leave and come back to the environment in a 
dynamic and simple way (Hinckley et al., 2004; Ohta and Tanaka, 
2012). However, most of the previous approaches still need users 
to maintain their devices physically together in order to avoid 
losing the coupling between one another. For example, only a few 
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studies (Iwai and Sato, 2009; Maciel et al., 2010; Marquardt et al., 
2012; Garcia-Sanjuan et  al., 2015b) allow certain movement of 
the devices around the environment while keeping the displays 
coupled. This higher mobility can lead to freer and more natural 
interactions but also increases the inherent complexity.
Even though some previous works support irregular topolo-
gies, they often disregard visualization, showing different views 
on each display (Mano et al., 1981, 1982; Mandryk et al., 2001), 
or they are explored in 2D (Hinckley et al., 2004; Maciel et al., 
2010; Ohta and Tanaka, 2012). The few approaches that support 
tridimensional compositions usually rely either on sophisticated 
specific-purpose hardware setups like MediaShelf (Kohtake et al., 
2005, 2007), or on small cubes that can be arranged in two or 
three dimensions to form different shapes (Merrill et al., 2007; 
Goh et  al., 2012). However, the cubes limit interactions, since 
the only way to interact with them is by reorganizing them into 
different figures. Besides, both approaches require the surfaces to 
be physically attached throughout the application so as not to lose 
coupling. In this respect, authors like Iwai and Sato (2009) and 
Marquardt et  al. (2012) propose element-sharing mechanisms 
between surfaces, relying on proximity sensors and external 
cameras, respectively, which allow the screens to be on differ-
ent planes. These volumetric techniques support more intuitive 
interactions, closer to the way people behave in the real world, 
but they also entail design and implementation complexity issues.
Most of the approaches described above rely on having one 
type of device in the MDE, namely either computer screens, 
PDAs, tablets, etc. There has also been substantial work on MDEs 
combining different types of surfaces, to take advantage of the 
available resources in the environment (Grudin, 2001; Johanson 
et  al., 2002; Tan et  al., 2004). In fact, authors like Gjerlufsen 
et al. (2011) claim that supporting different kinds of displays is a 
requirement for a successful multi-surface application.
Besides having several surfaces with the same purpose, or 
having main and secondary ones, as in Grudin (2001), this type 
of environment tends to favor specific functions for each type 
of display. As Dillenbourg and Evans (2011) point out, desktops 
(but also handhelds) are personal, tabletops are social, and digital 
whiteboards are public devices. Indeed, other authors treat small 
portable devices (such as smartphones or tablets) as private or 
personal accessories (Magerkurth et  al., 2003; Sugimoto et  al., 
2004; Lyons et al., 2006; Gjerlufsen et al., 2011), tabletops as col-
laborative (Sugimoto et al., 2004; Gjerlufsen et al., 2011), and wall 
screens as public (Magerkurth et al., 2003; Tan and Czerwinski, 
2003; Gjerlufsen et al., 2011); and, at the same time, some of these 
are used for visualization purposes (Rekimoto and Saitoh, 1999; 
Magerkurth et al., 2003; Lyons et al., 2006) and others for control 
(Sugimoto et al., 2004; Hunter et al., 2010; Gjerlufsen et al., 2011).
Current MDEs still have some limitations. A usual drawback 
is the lack of common physical or tangible objects in the interac-
tion techniques, with a few exceptions like Rekimoto and Saitoh 
(1999), Sugimoto et al. (2004), Kohtake et al. (2005, 2007), which 
allow tangibles as information containers. This feature might 
enable more intuitive interactions, since people are used to 
manipulating physical rather than virtual objects. However, in 
order to track them, the designers tend to use complex hardware 
setups, such as ceiling-mounted cameras, which lead to complex 
and cumbersome configurations due to installing and calibrat-
ing this additional hardware. This also obstructs mobility and 
prevents MSEs being formed spontaneously. Another limitation, 
which especially affects MDEs based on current tablets and 
smartphones, is the absence of peripheral interaction, since the 
input usually occurs within the screens themselves. This feature is 
important when the interaction region of the displays is limited. 
Additionally, since humans can only focus on a limited spatial 
area at a glimpse (Smythies, 1996), having virtual content distrib-
uted among multiple displays may induce many visual attention 
switches, depending both on the task in hand and on the design 
of the input/output aspects of the system (Rashid et al., 2012).
To sum up, most of the above studies focused primarily on 
technical issues rather than on their possibilities of use. In fact, 
Yuill et al. (2013) state that, so far, little work has been conducted 
with tablets in group activities, and little thought has been given 
to their possibilities for group work, beyond the simple transfer 
of individual elements.
The future design of MSEs will take advantage of the capa-
bilities of handhelds like smartphones and tablets. The increasing 
popularity of these devices will enable users to bring their own 
devices together to build these environments dynamically and 
virtually anywhere. In order to exploit the other advantages 
of these surfaces, such as mobility, it would be necessary to 
design coupling techniques that do not require the devices to 
be physically attached (unless the users so desire for reasons 
associated with the application). Other challenges that need to be 
addressed are the possibility of establishing irregular, and even 
tridimensional, topologies, rather than the common fixed and 
regular (i.e., square or rectangle). Also, considering the relatively 
small screen dimensions of these devices, multi-surface systems 
should support peripheral interactions with both fingers and 
tangible objects. Additionally, since these setups might require 
the colocated participation of users, it would be necessary to take 
into account cultural differences and social protocols to avoid 
awkward situations (Hinckley et al., 2004; Terrenghi et al., 2009).
PReviOUS TAXONOMieS 
TO DeSCRiBe MDes
Several efforts have been made to describe the defining dimen-
sions of an MDE. Some authors propose taxonomies for these 
terms, but they usually focus on specific features of MDEs and 
do not address them in a general way. Nacenta et al. (2005, 2009) 
thoroughly classify element transfer and interaction techniques 
between displays. They mostly consider mouse interactions, and 
note the limitations of their taxonomy when trying to classify 
some previous multi-display approaches. However, they provide 
a common vocabulary, useful for comparing different cross-
device interaction techniques. Coutaz et al. (2003) and Lachenal 
and Coutaz (2003) create an ontology aimed mainly at describing 
the physical properties of the individual surfaces that form the 
environment and specifying who conducts the interaction and 
how, focusing on terms such as surfaces, actors, and instruments. 
Additionally, Rashid et al. (2012) explore which visual arrange-
ments of the surfaces influence visual attention switch in this 
kind of environment. Thus, their taxonomy essentially considers 
TABLe 1 | Selection of MDes classified by topology dimensions.
work Homogeneity of surfaces Spatial form Shape regularity Size Mobility Scalability
MDPS (Mano et al., 1981, 1982) Homogeneous Planar Irregular Yard Fixed Bounded
i-Land (Streitz et al., 1999) Heterogeneous Volumetric Irregular Perch Fixed Bounded
Hyperdragging (Rekimoto and Saitoh, 1999) Heterogeneous Volumetric Irregular Perch Fixed Bounded
(Grudin, 2001) Heterogeneous Volumetric Irregular Yard Fixed Bounded
What-if (Mandryk et al., 2001) Homogeneous Volumetric Irregular Inch Mobile Unbounded
Connectables (Tandler et al., 2001) Homogeneous Planar Regular Foot Mobile Bounded
Blinkenlights (Chaos Computer Club, 2001) Homogeneous Planar Regular Chain Fixed Bounded
(Choi et al., 2002) Homogeneous Planar Regular Yard Fixed Bounded
iRoom (Johanson et al., 2002) Heterogeneous Volumetric Irregular Perch Fixed Bounded
Dynamic display tiling (Hinckley, 2003) Homogeneous Planar Regular Yard Mobile Unbounded
STARS (Magerkurth et al., 2003) Heterogeneous Volumetric Irregular Perch Fixed Bounded
Wideband displays (Mackinlay and Heer, 2004) Homogeneous Planar Regular Yard Fixed Bounded
(Tan et al., 2004) Heterogeneous Volumetric Irregular Perch Fixed Bounded
Stitching (Hinckley et al., 2004) Homogeneous Planar Irregular Foot Mobile Unbounded
Caretta (Sugimoto et al., 2004) Heterogeneous Volumetric Irregular Yard Fixed Bounded
Multi-monitor mouse (Benko and Feiner, 2005) Homogeneous Planar Regular Yard Fixed Bounded
MediaShelf (Kohtake et al., 2005, 2007) Homogeneous Volumetric Irregular Yard Fixed Bounded
CollaborationTable (Kohtake et al., 2005, 2007) Homogeneous Planar Regular Yard Mobile Unbounded
MUSHI (Lyons et al., 2006) Heterogeneous Volumetric Irregular Yard Mobile Unbounded
Perspective cursor (Nacenta et al., 2006) Heterogeneous Volumetric Irregular Perch Fixed Bounded
Siftables, sifteo cubes (Merrill et al., 2007, 2012) Homogeneous Volumetric Irregular Foot Mobile Unbounded
(Ohta, 2008) Homogeneous Planar Regular Yard Mobile Unbounded
Multi-display composition (Lyons et al., 2009) Homogeneous Planar Regular Yard Mobile Bounded
CrossOverlayDesktop (Iwai and Sato, 2009) Heterogeneous Volumetric Irregular Perch Mobile Bounded
(Law et al., 2009) Heterogeneous Volumetric Regular Perch Fixed Bounded
(Maciel et al., 2010) Homogeneous Planar Irregular Yard Fixed Unbounded
TeleStory (Hunter et al., 2010) Heterogeneous Volumetric Irregular Yard Fixed Unbounded
CompUTE (Bardram et al., 2010) Homogeneous Planar Regular Yard Mobile Bounded
Mobile stories (Fails et al., 2010) Homogeneous Planar Regular Inch Mobile Bounded
Shared substance (Gjerlufsen et al., 2011) Heterogeneous Volumetric Irregular Perch Fixed Bounded
Pass-them-around (Lucero et al., 2011) Homogeneous Planar Regular Yard Mobile Unbounded
GroupTogether (Marquardt et al., 2012) Heterogeneous Volumetric Irregular Perch Fixed Unbounded
Pinch (Ohta and Tanaka, 2012) Homogeneous Planar Irregular Yard Mobile Unbounded
i-Cube (Goh et al., 2012) Homogeneous Volumetric Irregular Foot Mobile Unbounded
LunchTable (Nacenta et al., 2012) Heterogeneous Volumetric Regular Perch Fixed Bounded
(Schmidt et al., 2012) Heterogeneous Volumetric Irregular Yard Fixed Unbounded
Pass the iPad (Yuill et al., 2013) Homogeneous Volumetric Irregular Yard Mobile Unbounded
HuddleLamp (Rädle et al., 2014) Homogeneous Planar Irregular Yard Mobile Unbounded
Conductor (Hamilton and Wigdor, 2014) Heterogeneous Volumetric Irregular Perch Mobile Unbounded
TACTIC (Nunes et al., 2015) Heterogeneous Volumetric Irregular Yard Fixed Bounded
Airsteroids (Garcia-Sanjuan et al., 2015b) Homogeneous Planar Irregular Yard Mobile Unbounded
WeTab (Garcia-Sanjuan et al., 2016b) Homogeneous Planar Irregular Yard Mobile Unbounded
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visualization-related aspects. Terrenghi et  al. (2009) present a 
more general description, which includes both social and physi-
cal dimensions, all of them arranged into three main categories: 
(a) the size of the environment, (b) the nature of social interac-
tion, and (c) the interaction technique that creates the coupling 
between surfaces and how elements are shared/transferred among 
them. Nevertheless, none of the above gives enough importance 
to the final use of the MDE or the users’ background.
Other researchers (Swaminathan and Sato, 1997; Tandler, 2001; 
Luyten and Coninx, 2005; Gjerlufsen et al., 2011), although not 
providing a taxonomy per se, also enumerate certain requirements 
MDEs should fulfill, from which new dimensions can be extracted. 
Swaminathan and Sato (1997) discuss different types of “display 
configurations” (i.e., how surfaces are physically arranged in the 
environment and which topology they form) and also different 
ways of manipulating content (interaction) and other visualiza-
tion issues. Others delve into more technical aspects. For instance, 
Luyten and Coninx (2005) explore some ways of distributing 
graphical elements between several displays, and Gjerlufsen et al. 
(2011) present some requirements for multi-surface applications 
and divide them into application requirements (what should they 
do?) and development requirements (how should they do it?).
TeCHNiCAL CLASSiFiCATiON OF 
PReviOUS MULTi-DiSPLAY 
eNviRONMeNTS
From the analysis of the above studies and building upon them, 
we have extracted several technical dimensions to provide a more 
general description of MDEs and have established a common 
vocabulary to serve as a summarization of previous works in the 
field. This section classifies these dimensions around three main 
axes: topology, coupling, and interaction. Concrete implementations 
and APIs, e.g., the ones provided in Hamilton and Wigdor (2014), 
Yang and Wigdor (2014), and Nunes et al. (2015) have been left out 
of this discussion in favor of the subjacent features they enable.
FiGURe 2 | example of MDe with heterogeneous, volumetric, regular, 
and perch topology; and with redundant logical view [extracted from 
Gjerlufsen et al. (2011)].
FiGURe 1 | example of MDe with homogeneous, planar, irregular, and 
yard topology [extracted from Garcia-Sanjuan et al. (2015a)].
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Topology of the MDe
This section describes the dimensions relative to the physical 
appearance of the MDE, namely the homogeneity of the surfaces 
in the environment, shape regularity, spatial form, size, mobility, 
and scalability. Table  1 provides a sample of MDEs classified 
according to these dimensions.
Homogeneity of Surfaces
When composing MSEs, the several devices involved can essen-
tially be the same or have similar features [e.g., computers and 
laptops (Mackinlay and Heer, 2004; Benko and Feiner, 2005), 
smartphones and tablets (Lucero et  al., 2011; Garcia-Sanjuan 
et al., 2015b), etc.], or can be significantly different [e.g., tablets 
and wall screens (Marquardt et  al., 2012), tabletops and PDAs 
(Sugimoto et  al., 2004), etc.]. Such (dis)similarity can be seen 
as whether the environment supports either homogeneous or 
heterogeneous devices. According to this, homogeneous environ-
ments are settings where all devices have similar size, technology, 
and interaction methods (see Figure 1), whereas heterogeneous 
environments are composed of displays of different shape, pro-
portions, or even purpose (see Figure 2).
Spatial Form
Multi-display environments are built by putting several displays 
in the same physical space. The way these devices are placed deter-
mines the spatial form of the environment, which can be either 
planar (see Figure 1) or volumetric (see Figure 2). The former 
are usually the traditional flat configurations formed by either 
computer screens (Mackinlay and Heer, 2004; Ohta, 2008) or 
mobile devices (Hinckley et al., 2004; Lucero et al., 2011) aimed at 
enlarging the visualization space of a single screen. On the other 
hand, volumetric forms take advantage of the third dimension in 
space and are usually achieved by combining heterogeneous dis-
plays (Sugimoto et al., 2004; Nacenta et al., 2006), homogeneous 
environments where visualization plays a minor role (Mandryk 
et al., 2001; Yuill et al., 2013), or devices specifically designed for 
this purpose (Kohtake et al., 2007; Merrill et al., 2007).
Regularity of Shape
Regardless of the spatial form of an MDE, the regularity of its 
shape decides whether the different surfaces are always put 
together the same way or whether they can support different 
arrangements. We differentiate between regular (see Figure 2) 
and irregular (see Figure  1) shapes. Regular-shaped MDEs 
usually are for the purpose of extending the visualization space 
and often present the typical rectangular form of a planar single 
screen (Tandler et al., 2001; Bardram et al., 2010), or the classic 
“L” shape of heterogeneous environments with a wall screen 
next to a tabletop (Nacenta et al., 2012). Irregular shapes, on the 
other hand, allow flexible configurations where the users can 
place the surfaces arbitrarily, and are present in many environ-
ments involving mobile devices that are not aimed at extending 
the visualization space, since they can be moved around and 
placed wherever the user pleases (Mandryk et  al., 2001; Iwai 
and Sato, 2009); or in environments with a mechanism to track 
all the surfaces in real time (Rekimoto and Saitoh, 1999; Maciel 
et  al., 2010; Garcia-Sanjuan et  al., 2016b), so that all of them 
can maintain the coupling regardless of where they are placed. 
There are other examples of MDEs with irregular shapes that 
do try to extend the visualization space and rely on proximity 
sensors to keep the devices coupled (Goh et al., 2012; Ohta and 
Tanaka, 2012).
Size
Terrenghi et al. (2009) classify MDEs by size in order to study the 
impact of this characteristic on the users’ visual attention. They 
associate size with the type of movement the users must perform 
to see the whole visualization space. As the ecosystem gets bigger 
and bigger, one could expect less attention. The different sizes 
considered by the authors are the following:
• Inch [e.g., a smartphone-sized region (Fails et al., 2010)]: the 
users do not need to move their eyes (see Figure 3).
• Foot [e.g., a region the size of a laptop or a tablet (Merrill et al., 
2007)]: the users can sight the entire workspace by moving 
their eyes (see Figure 4).
FiGURe 5 | example of MDe with homogeneous, planar, regular, 
chain, fixed, and bounded topology; and with extended-continuous 
logical view [extracted from Chaos Computer Club (2001)].
FiGURe 4 | example of MDe with homogeneous, volumetric, irregular, 
foot, mobile, and unbounded topology; and with discrete logical view 
[extracted from Merrill et al. (2007)].
FiGURe 3 | example of MDe with homogeneous, planar, regular, and 
inch topology [extracted from Fails et al. (2010)].
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• Yard [e.g., a table-sized region (Garcia-Sanjuan et al., 2015b)]: 
the users must move their head (see Figure 1).
• Perch [e.g., a room (Magerkurth et al., 2003)]: the users must 
move their head as well as their body sometimes (see Figure 2).
• Chain [bigger spaces, >5 m (Chaos Computer Club, 2001)]: 
the users must move their body (see Figure 5).
Even though this consideration might suggest that users suffer 
poorer visual attention as the size of the environment increases, 
this would not necessarily be a drawback, since bigger ecosystems 
could allocate more users, as pointed out by Terrenghi et al., or 
it simply would not matter regarding the purpose of the system 
(e.g., in an MDE to foster mobility and physical exercise).
Mobility
Depending on the particular devices used to build an MDE, 
the resulting space can be fixed (see Figure  5) or mobile (see 
Figure  4). A fixed environment, e.g., one involving desktop 
PCs (Choi et  al., 2002), tabletops and wall screens (Nacenta 
et al., 2012), or complex additional hardware (Marquardt et al., 
2012), cannot be moved easily from one place to another, hence 
preventing the users to engage in an activity in an improvised 
way virtually anywhere. On the other hand, using other mobile 
devices, e.g., laptops (Bardram et al., 2010) or tablets (Yuill et al., 
2013) would allow building mobile environments following a 
“Bring Your Own Device” (Ballagas et al., 2004) scheme, where 
each user offered his own surface to the environment.
Scalability
Scalability refers to the ability of the environment to grow as 
required. We differentiate between bounded (see Figure 5) and 
unbounded (see Figure  4) topologies. Bounded MDEs have a 
certain number of predefined surfaces and do not provide the 
ability to add any more in real time (Benko and Feiner, 2005; 
Gjerlufsen et  al., 2011), whereas unbounded MDEs allow the 
size of the working space to be enlarged as needed (Goh et al., 
2012; Rädle et al., 2014). Depending on its degree of scalability, 
an MDE can allocate more or less users. In the end, the number of 
participants of an activity should depend on its purpose, but hav-
ing an unbounded system would always provide more freedom 
to designers. Nevertheless, scalability is tightly related to mobility, 
since environments relying on mobile devices are expected to be 
more easily scalable.
Surface Coupling in the MDe
The present section explains the dimensions relative to the 
coupling between surfaces to build an MDE, which are the 
TABLe 2 | Selection of MDes classified by coupling dimensions.
work Creation Mutability Logical view of each group of surfaces Privacy
MDPS (Mano et al., 1981, 1982) Manual Static Discrete, redundant Personal
i-Land (Streitz et al., 1999) Manual Static Discrete, extended-continuous Private, personal, public
Hyperdragging (Rekimoto and Saitoh, 1999) Assisted Dynamic Discrete, extended-continuous Private, personal, public
(Grudin, 2001) Manual Static Discrete Private, personal
What-if (Mandryk et al., 2001) Assisted Dynamic Discrete Private, personal
Connectables (Tandler et al., 2001) Assisted Static Extended-continuous Public
Blinkenlights (Chaos Computer Club, 2001) Manual Static Extended-continuous Public
(Choi et al., 2002) Manual Static Extended-continuous Public
iRoom (Johanson et al., 2002) Manual Static Discrete, redundant, extended-continuous Private, personal, public
Dynamic display tiling (Hinckley, 2003) Assisted Static Extended-continuous Public
STARS (Magerkurth et al., 2003) Manual Static Discrete Private, personal, public
Wideband displays (Mackinlay and Heer, 2004) Manual Static Extended-continuous Personal
(Tan et al., 2004) Manual Dynamic Discrete, redundant Private, public
Stitching (Hinckley et al., 2004) Assisted Static Discrete Public
Caretta (Sugimoto et al., 2004) Assisted Dynamic Discrete Private, public
Multi-monitor mouse (Benko and Feiner, 2005) Manual Static Discrete, redundant, extended-continuous Personal
MediaShelf (Kohtake et al., 2005, 2007) Assisted Static Discrete Public
CollaborationTable (Kohtake et al., 2005, 2007) Assisted Static Discrete, extended-continuous Private, public
MUSHI (Lyons et al., 2006) Manual Dynamic Discrete Private, public
Perspective cursor (Nacenta et al., 2006) Manual Static Extended-discontinuous Personal, public
Siftables, sifteo cubes (Merrill et al., 2012) Assisted Static Discrete, extended-continuous Public
(Ohta, 2008) Assisted Static Extended-continuous Personal, public
Multi-display composition (Lyons et al., 2009) Manual Static Extended-continuous Personal
CrossOverlayDesktop (Iwai and Sato, 2009) Assisted Static Discrete Private, personal, public
(Law et al., 2009) Manual Static Extended-continuous, extended-discontinuous Public
(Maciel et al., 2010) Automatic Dynamic Extended-continuous, extended-discontinuous Public
TeleStory (Hunter et al., 2010) Assisted Static Discrete Public
CompUTE (Bardram et al., 2010) Manual Static Extended-continuous Public
Mobile stories (Fails et al., 2010) Assisted Static Discrete, extended-continuous Personal
Shared substance (Gjerlufsen et al., 2011) Manual Static Discrete, redundant, extended-continuous Private, public
Pass-them-around (Lucero et al., 2011) Assisted Static Discrete, extended-continuous Private, personal, public
GroupTogether (Marquardt et al., 2012) Automatic Dynamic Discrete, redundant, extended-continuous Private, personal, public
Pinch (Ohta and Tanaka, 2012) Assisted Static Extended-continuous Public
i-Cube (Goh et al., 2012) Assisted Static Discrete Public
LunchTable (Nacenta et al., 2012) Manual Static Redundant Public
(Schmidt et al., 2012) Assisted Dynamic Discrete, redundant Private, personal, public
Pass the iPad (Yuill et al., 2013) Implicit Dynamic Discrete Personal
HuddleLamp (Rädle et al., 2014) Assisted Dynamic Discrete, extended-continuous, 
extended-discontinuous
Private, personal, public
Conductor (Hamilton and Wigdor, 2014) Assisted Dynamic Discrete, redundant, extended-continuous Private, personal
TACTIC (Nunes et al., 2015) Automatic Dynamic Discrete Public
Airsteroids (Garcia-Sanjuan et al., 2015b) Implicit Dynamic Discrete Public
WeTab (Garcia-Sanjuan et al., 2016b) Automatic Dynamic Discrete, extended-continuous, 
extended-discontinuous
Private, personal, public
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creation, mutability, logical view of each group of surfaces, and 
privacy. Table 2 classifies a selection of MDEs according to these 
dimensions.
Creation
In order to allow the different surfaces in the environment to share 
information, they must be coupled to one another. Terrenghi et al. 
(2009) write about “the type of interaction technique that enables 
the coupling of displays and transfer of interface elements across 
displays,” and classify this into three categories: synchronous 
human movement [the user performs a certain gesture with the 
surfaces, e.g., bring them closer (Hinckley, 2003), shake them 
together (Holmquist et  al., 2001), etc.], continuous action [the 
user performs a continuous gesture like pick and drop (Rekimoto, 
1997) or pinch (Ohta and Tanaka, 2012)], and action and 
infrastructure (the user configures the coupling explicitly from 
another device). Similarly, Barralon et al. (2007) propose several 
coupling mechanisms, such as proximity interaction, synchronous 
gestures, or physical connection. However, these are more like 
specific techniques than a categorization. In this respect, Luyten 
and Coninx (2005) describe several features to design interfaces 
for distributed interaction spaces (interfaces distributed among 
several devices). According to them, the interface distribution can 
be performed manually (the user indicates which devices they 
want to join) or automatically (the system does it by itself when a 
discovery service detects the devices in the environment). In our 
opinion, performing the interface distribution is a secondary step 
after performing the coupling between the devices; hence, com-
bining the previous classifications, we classify the different ways 
of establishing the coupling into four broad categories, depending 
FiGURe 6 | example of MDe with homogeneous, planar, and irregular 
topology; and with extended-discontinuous logical view [extracted 
from Garcia-Sanjuan et al. (2016b)].
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on the degree of involvement of the user: implicit, manual, assisted, 
and automatic. An implicit creation of the coupling means that the 
devices are completely unaware of one another, but the activity 
being carried out involves working with several surfaces at the 
same time as if they were exchanging information (Yuill et  al., 
2013; Garcia-Sanjuan et al., 2015b), hence, it is a sort of coupling 
that do not involve any link whatsoever among the surfaces but 
still provides the illusion of being connected; manual creation 
requires the user to explicitly set which devices are going to be 
part of the environment and where they are going to be located in 
the physical space (Grudin, 2001; Lyons et al., 2006); an assisted 
one also requires the action of the user, but they are only required 
to perform a gesture indicating they want to couple two or more 
devices together (Tandler et al., 2001; Hunter et al., 2010); and, 
finally, an automatic creation is completely transparent to the 
user and relies on a discovery service to determine which devices 
should be coupled (Maciel et  al., 2010; Marquardt et  al., 2012; 
Garcia-Sanjuan et al., 2016b). Whereas the first and the last meth-
ods may be more comfortable for the user, the other two involve a 
component of intentionality that can be useful in some contexts.
Mutability
This dimension refers to both the ability to add and remove new 
surfaces to the MDE as well as allowing the existing devices to 
move inside the environment, and having the system automati-
cally adapt to the new situation. In a static coupling, the devices 
are required to stay in the same location as they were when the 
coupling was first made, and they cannot be moved around without 
losing the coupling or entering into an inconsistent state (Mano 
et  al., 1981; Ohta and Tanaka, 2012). This definition is similar 
to the “fixed” coupling from Terrenghi et  al. (2009), in which 
“displays are tightly connected but do not allow any dynamic 
configuration or easy re-configuration.” In contrast, a dynamic 
coupling allows for more freedom of movements since users can 
change the devices and/or move them around (Tan et al., 2004; 
Garcia-Sanjuan et al., 2016b), and it is similar to what Gjerlufsen 
et al. (2011) call “flexibility,” to the “continuous distribution” from 
Luyten and Coninx (2005), or the “fluid-middle” and “loose” 
coupling from Terrenghi et al. (2009). Dynamic coupling implies 
an irregular shape, because being able to move surfaces within 
the environment inevitably changes the shape of the topology of 
the surfaces.
Logical View of Each Group of Surfaces
When several surfaces are included in the same environment, they 
can communicate with one another and also display the contents 
of a logical workspace, either totally or partially. If each surface 
visualizes its own contents, which are different from the other 
devices, we say it displays a discrete logical view [e.g., Mandryk 
et al. (2001) and Magerkurth et al. (2003)] (see Figure 4). However, 
if two or more devices display partial or total views of the same 
workspace, we can classify the logical view of those surfaces 
into three groups: (a) redundant (see Figure  2), (b) extended-
continuous (see Figure  5), and (c) extended-discontinuous (see 
Figure  6). A redundant logical view entails having the same 
workspace replicated on several surfaces, each of them showing 
the same contents although they can be graphically represented 
differently due to different screen sizes, resolutions, viewports, 
etc. (Johanson et al., 2002; Nacenta et al., 2012). In an extended-
continuous logical view, the workspace is shown entirely across 
several surfaces, with no “empty” spaces, although the surfaces 
do not necessarily need to be physically joint (Ohta, 2008; Lucero 
et al., 2011). In contrast, an extended-discontinuous logical view 
allows several surfaces to represent partial views of the same 
workspace, but the latter does not need to be shown completely, 
i.e., there can be empty regions (Nacenta et al., 2006; Maciel et al., 
2010). It is important to note that not all the surfaces belonging 
to the same environment have to support the same view; instead, 
there can be several workspaces that are visualized by one or 
many tablets and in a discrete, redundant, or extended view.
Similarly, other authors propose alternative classifications 
related to this dimension. Swaminathan and Sato (1997) consider 
“display configurations.” If the surfaces are physically joint, the 
configurations can be distant-contiguous or desktop-contiguous 
depending on whether they are located far away or near the 
user, respectively. If the devices are physically separated from 
one another, the configuration is non-contiguous, which is 
similar to our extended logical view, which can be continuous 
or separated (discontinuous). We decided to split this dimension 
by considering the physical component in the spatial form and 
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shape regularity dimensions, and how the logical workspace is 
visualized in this dimension.
Coutaz et al. (2003) and Rashid et al. (2012) describe compat-
ibility modes and content coordination, respectively, between 
the surfaces in the environment, focused on the visualization of 
contents. They also consider redundancy (Coutaz et  al., 2003) 
[a.k.a., cloned coordination (Rashid et  al., 2012)] when two 
displays show the exact same graphical components. However, 
Coutaz et  al. (2003) consider as a different mode, called 
equivalency, when two displays show the same information, 
but due to different screen sizes or resolutions, the contents 
are displayed differently (e.g., a form in a tabletop is displayed 
differently than in a smartphone). However, our classification 
focuses more on the information displayed than on how that 
information is arranged in one display or another to improve 
visualization. Hence, if two screens essentially visualize the same 
contents, we say they work in redundancy mode. Coutaz et al. 
also consider two more modes: complementarity (called coor-
dinated coordination by Rashid et al.) and assignment. In both 
the modes, each surface shows different graphical elements. The 
difference between the two emerges from the task being carried 
out. Several surfaces working in complementarity mode share 
the same purpose or tasks, and some displays act as controllers 
for others, whereas in assignment mode, each surface performs 
its own tasks. Additionally, Rashid et  al. describe extended 
coordination, which is similar to ours, although they do not 
discriminate between whether there are “empty” spaces between 
the surfaces or not.
Privacy
Shen et al. (2003) identify three types of space in a mono-surface 
environment: private, where data are not visible or accessible to 
others; personal, where information can be visible to others but 
not accessible; and public, where everything is available to all 
users. This categorization can be applied to MDEs, where some 
particular devices in some situations may be private and others 
become personal or public, depending on the context of the 
application. Hence, the different environments can be classified 
according to which space(s) they allow to be formed. Because of 
their form, tabletops usually enable personal and public spaces 
(Johanson et al., 2002; Nacenta et al., 2006); wall screens, public 
(Chaos Computer Club, 2001; Kohtake et al., 2005); and hand-
helds, private (Streitz et al., 1999; Sugimoto et al., 2004). However, 
when multiple mobile devices are coupled to one another in an 
MDE, they often allow personal (Mandryk et al., 2001) or public 
(Garcia-Sanjuan et al., 2015b) regions to be created.
A similar classification is made by Luyten and Coninx (2005), 
but they only consider personal distributed interaction spaces if 
only one person is allowed to interact with the system, or col-
laborative if multiple users can.
interaction with the MDe
This section deals with interaction with the MDE once the surfaces 
have been coupled. The dimensions identified are interaction 
availability, input directness, interaction medium, interaction 
instruments, and input continuity. Table 3 shows several example 
MDEs classified according to these dimensions.
The classification described here intends to provide a general 
panorama of the key issues that must be tackled regarding inter-
action when building an MDE. Interested readers can consult 
Nacenta et  al. (2005, 2009) for more detailed taxonomies con-
cerning particular aspects associated with input, such as object 
movement across displays.
Interaction Availability
Interaction availability refers to the capacity of the MDE to support 
interaction. It can be inexistent, partial, or total. If the different 
screens are used only for visualization or computation purposes, 
then we say the interaction availability is inexistent, as in Choi 
et al. (2002). A partial availability is present if only some of the 
screens allow (Bardram et al., 2010) or are used (Chaos Computer 
Club, 2001) for interaction at a given moment, whereas the 
interaction availability is total if all surfaces can be (and will be) 
interacted with (Hinckley et al., 2004). It is important to note the 
importance of context (explained below, in Section “Additional 
Considerations Related to Context”) to this dimension, since it is 
not enough to have individual displays supporting interaction to 
have interaction available in the environment; it also depends on 
the purpose of the activity being carried out.
We do not consider in this dimension whether multiple inter-
actions can be performed at the same time because that would be 
a feature of each particular surface belonging to the environment 
(e.g., multi-touch capabilities in tablets). Instead, we focus only 
on interactions in the global multi-display space.
Input Directness
Depending on whether the user performs an action inside the 
boundaries of the same surface the interaction is directed to 
(Tandler et al., 2001; Yuill et al., 2013) or outside [e.g., by handling 
a pointer (Tan et al., 2004; Benko and Feiner, 2005)], the input 
modality can be direct or indirect, respectively. Although direct 
input can be more intuitive and natural (Shneiderman et  al., 
2009), indirect input presents the advantage of being able to reach 
distant targets, which is a very frequent need in highly integrated 
collaborative scenarios, according to Gutwin et al. (2006).
Rashid et al. (2012) provide a similar definition of input direct-
ness, but these authors do not attempt to describe interaction with 
MDEs in general, but with the graphical interfaces distributed 
among them, putting special emphasis on visual feedback, which 
may not be required in some contexts.
Swaminathan and Sato (1997) also consider input as a relevant 
dimension under the name “pointer movement and control,” 
which can be classified into (a) direct manipulation, (b) non-
linear mapping with sticky controls, and (c) dollhouse metaphor. 
Their direct manipulation refers to the situation where, either by 
using fingers or laser pointers, “the user can directly point to any 
object in the display without having to move the pointer from a 
‘current’ position to the object.” To differentiate between direct 
inputs from the others, this definition puts the emphasis on not 
having to move a pointer. Technically, using fingers and laser 
pointers also require moving them to the desired location; the 
only difference being that they do not have a constant representa-
tion on the screen (as opposed to, for instance, a mouse pointer). 
Non-linear mapping with sticky controls refers to speeding up the 
TABLe 3 | Selection of MDes classified by interaction dimensions.
work interaction 
availability
input  
directness
interaction  
medium
interaction instruments input continuity
MDPS (Mano et al., 1981, 1982) Partial Indirect Around-device Tangible-specific Punctual
i-Land (Streitz et al., 1999) Total Direct, indirect On-device Hand-based, tangible-specific, 
tangible-generic
Punctual
Hyperdragging (Rekimoto and Saitoh, 1999) Total Indirect On-device Tangible-specific, tangible-generic Punctual
(Grudin, 2001) Partial Direct, indirect On-device, 
around-device
Tangible-specific Punctual
What-if (Mandryk et al., 2001) Total Direct On-device Hand-based, tangible-specific Punctual
Connectables (Tandler et al., 2001) Total Direct On-device Tangible-specific Punctual, gestural
Blinkenlights (Chaos Computer Club, 2001) Partial Indirect Around-device Tangible-specific Punctual
(Choi et al., 2002) Inexistent N/A N/A N/A N/A
iRoom (Johanson et al., 2002) Total Direct, indirect On-device, 
around-device
Hand-based, tangible-specific Punctual
Dynamic display tiling (Hinckley, 2003) Total Direct On-device Surface-based Punctual
STARS (Magerkurth et al., 2003) Partial Direct On-device Hand-based, tangible-generic Punctual
Wideband displays (Mackinlay and Heer, 2004) Inexistent N/A N/A N/A N/A
(Tan et al., 2004) Total Indirect On-device, 
around-device
Tangible-specific Punctual
Stitching (Hinckley et al., 2004) Total Direct On-device Tangible-specific Gestural
Caretta (Sugimoto et al., 2004) Total Direct On-device Tangible-specific, tangible-generic Punctual
Multi-monitor mouse (Benko and Feiner, 2005) Total Indirect Around-device Tangible-specific Punctual
MediaShelf (Kohtake et al., 2005, 2007) Total Direct On-device Hand-based, tangible-generic Punctual
CollaborationTable (Kohtake et al., 2005, 2007) Total Direct On-device Hand-based Punctual
MUSHI (Lyons et al., 2006) Partial Direct On-device Tangible-specific Punctual
Perspective cursor (Nacenta et al., 2006) Total Indirect Around-device Tangible-specific Punctual
Siftables, sifteo cubes (Merrill et al., 2007, 2012) Total Direct On-device Surface-based Punctual, gestural
(Ohta, 2008) Total Direct On-device Tangible-specific Punctual
Multi-display composition (Lyons et al., 2009) Total Direct On-device Tangible-specific Punctual
CrossOverlayDesktop (Iwai and Sato, 2009) Total Direct On-device Tangible-specific Punctual
(Law et al., 2009) Partial Direct On-device Foot-based Punctual
(Maciel et al., 2010) Total Direct On-device Tangible-specific Punctual
TeleStory (Hunter et al., 2010) Total Direct On-device, 
around-device
Surface-based, tangible-specific Punctual
CompUTE (Bardram et al., 2010) Partial Indirect On-device, 
around-device
Tangible-specific Punctual
Mobile stories (Fails et al., 2010) Total Direct On-device Tangible-specific Punctual
Shared substance (Gjerlufsen et al., 2011) Total Direct, indirect On-device, 
around-device
Hand-based, tangible-specific Punctual
Pass-them-around (Lucero et al., 2011) Total Direct, indirect On-device Hand-based Punctual, gestural
GroupTogether (Marquardt et al., 2012) Total Direct On-device, 
around-device
Hand-based, surface-based Punctual, gestural
Pinch (Ohta and Tanaka, 2012) Total Direct On-device Hand-based Punctual, gestural
i-Cube (Goh et al., 2012) Total Direct On-device Surface-based Punctual
LunchTable (Nacenta et al., 2012) Total Direct, indirect On-device Hand-based Punctual
(Schmidt et al., 2012) Total Direct, indirect On-device Hand-based, tangible-generic Punctual, gestural
Pass the iPad (Yuill et al., 2013) Total Direct On-device Hand-based Punctual
HuddleLamp (Rädle et al., 2014) Total Direct On-device, 
around-device
Hand-based, tangible-specific Punctual, gestural
Conductor (Hamilton and Wigdor, 2014) Total Direct, indirect On-device Hand-based Punctual
TACTIC (Nunes et al., 2015) Total Direct On-device, 
around-device
Hand-based, surface-based, 
tangible-generic
Punctual, gestural
Airsteroids (Garcia-Sanjuan et al., 2015b) Total Direct Around-device Tangible-generic Punctual, gestural
WeTab (Garcia-Sanjuan et al., 2016b) Total Direct, indirect On-device, 
around-device
Hand-based, tangible-generic Punctual, gestural
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cursor when it moves through empty spaces and slowing it down 
near controls, thereby allowing the user to reach the whole envi-
ronment with a single gesture. This feature, although interesting, 
is too specific for our purposes. Finally, the dollhouse metaphor, 
considered by these authors as the most promising, consists of a 
representation of the target display on another’s, smaller, screen, 
and map the manipulations performed on the small one to the 
former. Again, this metaphor is interesting, but it is too specific 
and could be seen as a particular indirect input technique accord-
ing to our classification.
Interaction Medium
This category is concerned about where the interaction takes 
place, either on-device or around-device. The former considers 
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interactions made on a device, either directly on the target (Hinckley 
et al., 2004; Ohta and Tanaka, 2012) or indirectly on another device 
(Rekimoto and Saitoh, 1999; Schmidt et al., 2012). It considers not 
only the interactions performed on interactive surfaces like tablets 
or tabletops but also those acted upon button-based devices, such 
as laptops, PDAs, or mobile phones.
Around-device interactions (ADI), on the other hand, refer 
to those made on the physical space surrounding the interactive 
surface (next to it, above, etc.). In colocated multiuser scenarios, 
on-device interactions, such as touching a screen, could cause 
interference problems caused by several users trying to touch 
the same region at the same time, and occlusion issues if the 
interactive device is small. ADIs allow exploiting the 3D space 
around the display, thereby enabling richer interactions, such 
as tridimensional manipulations (Hilliges et  al., 2009; Kratz 
et  al., 2012) or avoiding the issues stated above (Jones et  al., 
2012; Hasan et  al., 2013). One possible drawback of ADIs is 
that they are probably less precise than on-device interactions, 
although, to our knowledge, this has not yet been demonstrated. 
However, an MDE could benefit from the combination of both, 
on- and around-device, media to enrich user experience. It is 
important to note that, according to our definition in Section 
“Input Directness,” direct interactions do not need to occur 
on the device itself but to be contained within its boundaries. 
Therefore, it is not only possible to have ADIs that are indirect, 
such as the traditional mouse-based ADIs (Benko and Feiner, 
2005) or the one in Blinkenlights (Chaos Computer Club, 2001), 
but also to have direct ADIs like MarkAirs (Garcia-Sanjuan et al., 
2015b, 2016a), which manipulate the objects of the tablet they 
have immediately underneath.
Interaction Instruments
Depending on what instrument is used to perform the interac-
tion, the interaction can be body-based, surface-based, or tangible. 
In body-based interactions, we can differentiate between hand-
based and foot-based. The former considers the users’ hands, 
or particularly, their fingers, as the instrument to perform the 
interaction with. These, including touch and mid-air gestures, are 
the most popular means of interaction with the available surfaces, 
such as tablets, and they have been shown adequate for all kinds 
of users, from kindergartners (Nacher et al., 2014, 2015) to the 
elderly (Loureiro and Rodrigues, 2011). Foot-based interactions, 
on the other hand, have been less explored and rely on using one’s 
own feet to interact, normally, with a surface on the floor (Law 
et al., 2009; Leo and Tan, 2010; Velloso et al., 2015). Surface-based 
interactions are based on manipulating the screen’s device to trig-
ger a reaction on itself, for example, by making a gesture with it 
(Merrill et al., 2007) or bumping two devices together (Hinckley, 
2003; Schmidt et al., 2012). Tangible interactions involve a physi-
cal object that triggers a response on the MDE, and we differenti-
ate between interaction tangible-specific and tangible-generic. The 
former relies on specific-purpose peripherals, such as external 
keyboards (Mano et al., 1981), mice (Nacenta et al., 2006), digital 
pens (Hinckley et al., 2004), the keyboards themselves and the 
buttons of laptops and mobile phones (Fails et  al., 2010), foot 
platforms (Sangsuriyachot et  al., 2011), or using one surface 
simply as a remote controller of another (Hunter et  al., 2010; 
Gjerlufsen et  al., 2011). Tangible–generic interactions consider 
physical objects of general purpose (Kohtake et  al., 2007) that 
can additionally be bound to digital elements or trigger-specific 
actions (Konomi et  al., 1999; Catala et  al., 2012). Coutaz et  al. 
(2003) refer to this last type of interactions as generic “interaction 
resources.” In general, tangible interactions [a.k.a., tangible user 
interfaces (Ishii and Ullmer, 1997; Shaer and Hornecker, 2010)] 
offer spatial mapping, input/output unification, and the support 
of trial-and-error actions that can exploit innate spatial and 
tactile abilities, and so represent very powerful instruments for 
use in MDEs.
Input Continuity
Input continuity refers to how long an action lasts for the system 
to consider it a discrete input. The continuity can be punctual if 
the input is associated to a discrete contact (Mandryk et al., 2001; 
Hinckley, 2003; Hunter et  al., 2010) or gestural if it involves a 
continuous gesture (Hinckley et al., 2004; Ohta and Tanaka, 2012; 
Garcia-Sanjuan et al., 2015b). We do not consider drag opera-
tions as gestural inputs since they involve a continuous action 
to trigger a continuous response, or, in other words, they can 
be seen as multiple discrete punctual inputs. Instead, a gestural 
input would be, for instance, drawing a “P” on the screen to start 
playing a song.
Although punctual interactions may be simpler to perform 
than gestural, making gestures can be quicker in some situations 
serving as a shortcut to a given UI element instead of having to 
navigate through the interface looking for it in nested collections, 
or they can enable richer experiences like fun (Morris et al., 2006), 
which could be useful in some application domains.
ADDiTiONAL CONSiDeRATiONS 
ReLATeD TO CONTeXT
Addressing the technical dimensions explored above is crucial 
for building an MDE since they provide an answer to what can be 
done with the system, and how it can be done. Yet, information 
about who is going to use the platform, where, and what for has 
often been disregarded in previous studies that offer a taxonomy 
for these environments. In our opinion, a great deal of attention 
should be paid to these considerations of the context of the 
environment in order to ensure building meaningful experiences, 
which lead to the system being well accepted. In this section, we 
discuss three dimensions that respond to the previous three ques-
tions about the context surrounding an MDE: user information 
(who?), location (where?), and purpose (what for?).
User information
We identify five issues related to user information that should 
be taken into account when designing MDEs: number of users, 
their age, their physical and mental conditions, and sociocul-
tural practices. However, there is a wide spectrum of other user 
conditions that might affect the design of MDEs. Terrenghi et al. 
(2009) provide some insights in this respect and explore how 
the number of users and the social interactions between them 
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have an impact on some technical dimensions of the MDE, such 
as size. In particular, the authors state that small environments 
are more suitable for small groups of users because informa-
tion is better managed, whereas bigger ecosystems, possibly 
deployed in public spaces, can allocate more users and foster 
productivity and social activity. Users’ age is also important to 
consider, for instance, MDEs built for small children or elderly 
people, who might have trouble working with small spaces or 
performing fine-grained interactions, could benefit from big 
and irregular topologies as well as coarse on-device and ADIs. 
Also, they could benefit from intuitive instruments of interac-
tion, such as their own hands, body, and generic tangibles they 
are familiar with. Another important consideration is the users’ 
physical condition, since the system should be accessible to 
people with certain impairments. For example, when designing 
for people with reduced mobility one might not want to design 
perch- or chain-sized environments that would require users 
moving from their seat, and fixed topologies as well as static 
couplings might be preferred. Their mental conditions should 
also be taken into account because different cognitive issues 
may affect the perception of contents and interaction. As an 
example, direct, on-device, and body-based interactions might 
be preferred for people with certain cognitive impairments. 
Also, in order to avoid awkward situations, as pointed out by 
Terrenghi et al. (Hinckley et al., 2004; Terrenghi et al., 2009), any 
different cultural or social practices among the different users 
should also be considered, since they could affect the contents 
displayed on the screens or the interactions that should be 
supported. For example, it could affect privacy considerations 
and also interaction medium and instruments, because a user 
might not feel comfortable performing around-device gestures 
or certain foot-based interactions that resembled dancing in the 
presence of strangers.
Location
Since all MDEs must be deployed in a physical space, the physical 
constraints it presents should also be taken into consideration, 
for example, the dimensions of the room, connectivity quality, 
the presence or absence of seating, luminosity, etc. The size of 
the room will generally restrict the size of the ecosystem, and 
probably its mobility and scalability. Connectivity is very impor-
tant for MDEs since different displays have to be in the same 
network in order to exchange information. The presence of low 
quality connectivity, or even the absence of it, could lead design-
ers to adopt implicit coupling mechanisms, or fixed topologies 
in which the different devices relied on wired networks. The 
absence of seating might cause some discomfort in certain 
users, and perhaps a good solution would be opting by dynamic 
couplings where the users might move around and not be 
standing all the time in the same position. Similarly, on-device 
interactions on table-like surfaces would cause standing users 
to bend over very often; therefore, designers should consider 
using around-devices instead. Luminosity issues are also worth 
considering since they could affect the proper viewing of the 
contents displayed. In sum, the location where the environment 
is going to be deployed affects the design of MDEs. We have pro-
vided a few examples of the restrictions it can present, although 
the huge number of potential issues makes it impractical to 
enumerate them all.
Purpose
Finally, designers should keep in mind the final purpose of the 
ecosystem and let it drive the design of all the dimensions speci-
fied above. The different environments can have many application 
domains, e.g., gaming, education, entertainment, business, etc., 
and each one of them can be targeted to fulfill a myriad of specific 
purposes. For instance, in a game designed for young children, 
where physical exercise is encouraged, the environment should 
be at least perch-sized, and/or should have dynamic mutability to 
allow users to freely move around the environment. On the other 
hand, if the environment is aimed at hosting a business meeting, it 
should probably be yard-sized and allow different privacy policies 
to be defined. As another example, total interaction availability 
would probably be useful in gaming, but perhaps in a classroom, 
the teacher might want to use partial interaction availability in 
which they interact with a display, and the students can just watch 
on their own what the teacher is doing.
CONCLUSiON
This paper reviews existing MDEs and classifies them into a 
common framework with the purpose of guiding future design-
ers in identifying the dimensions of an MDE explored so far 
and how they could be successfully achieved. Our taxonomy 
builds upon previous ones that focus on specific parts or partial 
definitions of these ecosystems and provides a more general 
and wider conception. In particular, it works around three 
main axes: the physical topology of the environment, how the 
different surfaces that comprise it can be coupled and work 
together, and the different ways of interacting with the environ-
ment. Besides these technical features, we provide additional 
considerations on the context surrounding the MDE, namely, 
who is going to interact with it, where, and for what purpose. We 
argue for giving as much importance to technical dimensions 
as to these other considerations, because having the latter drive 
the design of the former will lead to meaningful technological 
environments suited to the users and therefore increase their 
chances of success.
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